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ABSTRACT 

The global features of face image have been extensively used for face recognition 

however they are sensitive to variations caused by expressions, illumination, pose, 

occlusions and makeup. 

The paper describes the enhancement in the behavior of the 2D PCA (Principles 

Component Analysis) based recognition algorithm that recognize face images by adding 

noise removal filter before and after the recognition stage, PCA algorithm based on 

information theory concept, seeks a computational model that best describes a face by 

extracting the most relevant information contained, and compare the eigenface with the 

eigenfaces in the gallery database, the euclidean distance check the face image 

acceptance with noise removal filter added as an additional step to modify the 

performance of classic PCA algorithm to get better recognition. 

 

 
 مبادئ تحليل المكونات (PCA)تمييز صورة الوجه ثنائية االبعاد بأستخدام خوارزمية 

 
 الخالصة

إن اّليةةت ييييةةو ال تةة ر يحد ةةت  تةةي كايةةو يتةةيب   يةةت يكلةةي   ةة ج هن ييميةةت ييييةةو ال تةة ر  ةة    ةة مت 

 ين ال ت ر قميمت  اليقارنت النظيت الديييو االختى. يادةً الصةاات الحا ةت  ال تةو  ة   اد ةد ي   ياالخدالفات

لديييو ص رة ال تو حيث انها ي  ن ح است تياً  ةن ناحيةت الديييةتات الدة  يدحةت  لهةا صة رة ال تةو  ةن 

 يغيت ا. خالل يح يت ال تو, األضاءة, الي قع, الي ياج 

الد  ي د ي  لديييو صة ر يتةو  PCA يت الديييو )  ادئ يتميل الي  نات(إن  ذا ال تث دصف خ ارز 

االن ان ثنائيت اال حاد, ييحديي ال  ارز يت يمى   يه نظتدت اليحم  ات  ع اسد يا   ودل ض ضةاء الصة رة 

 ةن ين الصاات اليييوة ياسد تاتها ي قارندها  ع ص ر قايية ال يانات الي وينت  حيث ي تث ال  ارز يت

, PCA)الي افت االقمييدت(,   ت د القييت اليثمى لميقارنت ينده  ييميةت الديييةو فة  خ ارز يةت ل اسد يا  خال

ه ةا فةة   ةةذا ال تةةث فةةان ييميةت إضةةافت  صةةاى لر ضةةاء الصةة رة  ةتة اخةةتى  حةةي الديييةةو دت ةةن  ةةن هداء 

 ال  ارز يت االصميت لنتصل يمى ييييو افرل لم  ارز يت.
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INTRODUCTION 

s one of the most successful applications of image analysis and understanding, 

face recognition has recently received significant attention, especially during the 

past few years. In addition, the problem of machine recognition of human faces 

continues to attract researchers from disciplines such as image processing, pattern 

recognition, neural networks, computer vision, computer graphics, and psychology [1]. 

Face Recognition has become one of the most important biometrics authentication 

technologies in the past few years so its very important in the security issues. Two main 

reasons for extensive attention on face recognition technology are: 

1) Aptness in various application including in content-based video processing system, 

law enforcement system and in security systems. A strong need for a robust automatic 

system is obvious due the widespread use of photo-ID for personal identification and 

security. 

2) there are reliable methods of biometrics identifications exist such as fingerprint scans 

and iris scans.   

Face recognition is very challenging because it is an interclass recognition problem 

and the distinctiveness of face is quite low compared to other biometrics (fingerprints). 

Moreover, changes caused by expressions, illumination, pose, occlusions and facial 

makeup (beard) impose further challenges on accurate face recognition [2]. 

Face recognition algorithms are divided into: 

1) 2D face recognition (which use 2D grayscale or color images). 

2) 3D face recognition (which use 3D range images or point clouds of faces). 

3) Multimodal face recognition algorithms (which use both 2D and 3D facial data).  

They also categorize face recognition into (1) holistic, (2) feature-based (referred to as 

region-based) and (3) hybrid matching faces recognition algorithms. PCA algorithm is a 

holistic type that match the faces as a whole [3]. The noise is the result of errors in the 

image, this errors will restrict the recognition process, remove these errors will clear the 

features of the face image, the proposed PCA algorithm used noise removal filter before 

and after the recognition to get a specific and accurate features that help the recognition 

process to get better result. 

 

FACE IMAGE RECOGNITION 

As illustrated in Figure (1), the problem of automatic face recognition involves three 

key steps/subtasks: 

1) Detection and rough normalization of faces. 

2) Feature extraction and accurate normalization of faces. 

3) Identification and/or verification.  

Sometimes, different subtasks are not totally separated. For example, the facial features 

(eyes, nose, mouth) used for face recognition are often used in face detection. Face 

detection and feature extraction can be achieved simultaneously, as in Figure (1). 

Depending on the nature of the application, for example, the sizes of the training and 

testing databases, clutter and variability of the background, noise, occlusion, and speed 

requirements, some of the subtasks can be very challenging. For example, face detection 

is need to initialize face tracking, and extraction of facial features is needed for 

A 
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recognizing human emotion, which is in turn essential in Human-Computer Interaction 

(HCI) systems. 

Isolating the subtasks makes it easier to assess and advance the state of the art of 

the component techniques. Earlier face detection techniques could only handle single or a 

few well-separated frontal faces in images with simple backgrounds, while state-of-the-

art algorithms can detect faces and their poses in cluttered backgrounds. Extensive 

research on the subtasks have been carried out and relevant surveys have appeared on [1]. 

 

                   
 

Figure (1) Automatic Face Recognition. 

 

Face recognition has attracted much attention due to its potential values for 

applications as well as theoretical challenges. Many representation approaches have been 

introduced. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) computes a reduced set of orthogonal 

basis vector or eigenfaces of training face images. A new face image can be 

approximated by weighted sum of these eigenfaces. There are many recognition 

algorithms which are: 

1- PCA provides an optimal linear transformation from the original image space to an 

orthogonal eigenspace with reduced dimensionality in the sense of the least mean 

square reconstruction error,  

2- Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) seeks to find a linear transformation by 

maximizing the between-class variance and minimizing the within-class variance. 

3- Independent component analysis (ICA) uses high-order statistics to generate image 

bases.  

4- Elastic bunch graph matching (EBGM) uses Gabor wavelets to capture the local 

structure corresponding to spatial frequency (scale), spatial localization, and 

orientation selectivity.  
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5- Local Binary Pattern (LBP), originally proposed as a descriptor for textures, provides 

a simple yet effective way to represent faces. The face image is equally divided into 

small blocks and LBP features are extracted for each block to represent the texture of 

a face locally and globally. Weighted Chi square distance of these LBP histograms is 

used as a dissimilarity measure for comparing the two images. The above works have 

shown that PCA based methods can produces good results for face recognition in 2D 

images. Boosting learning with local features have recently been proposed as a 

promising approach [4].  

 

FACE RECOGNITION TASKS 

The two main tasks performed by any automatic human recognition system are 

verification/authentication and identification. These are discussed in the following 

sections: 

1. Verification 

Verification/authentication: is a one-to-one matching task where in a person claims to be 

a specific entity known to the system the proposed system does not depend on one-to-one 

verification/authentication. 

2. Identification  

Identification is a one-to-many matching task where in an unknown individual’s identity 

is established by comparing his/her biometric against a database of known individuals. 

The closest matches in the gallery are found, this section is obvious well in figure (2). For 

example a person may be identified by comparing against a database of mugshots in a 

police department. A generalization of the identification task is the watch list task. In a 

watch list task, each probe is compared against signatures of all entities known to the 

system and entities resulting in the highest n similarity scores that are also above a 

predefined threshold value are considered matches. Setting a predefined threshold value 

seems to be is an arbitrary protection against selecting gallery individuals among the top 

n matches that are not close in appearance to the probe. The performance of an 

identification system can be evaluated in terms of a cumulative match characteristic 

(CMC) curve. This formulation assumes a ‘closed universe’ model where all individuals 

that query the system are present in the gallery. The CMC curve is a plot of the 

Recognition Rate (RR) versus the top n database matches considered. It is the ratio of the 

number of probes for which the correct gallery match is present among the top n matches 

to the total number of probes that query the system. If the closed universe assumption is 

false, a probe is not present in the gallery, then the maximum RR achieved is less than 

100%. Verification, identification, and watch list tasks present different design 

challenges. For example, imposters attempting to fool a verification access control 

system would disguise themselves as someone known to the system. 
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Figure (2) A schematic Diagram of an Automatic Biometric Identification System. 

 

Thus, it is important that a high security access control system have a low FAR 

(False Acceptance Rate) so as not to falsely allow access to an imposter. By comparison, 

persons attempting to evade identification merely need to disguise themselves as anyone 

other than themselves. Hence, the FRR (False Rejection Rate) of, airport screening 

systems should be low, so that individuals with disguises are correctly identified. Hence, 

while designing biometric systems it is necessary to keep in mind the final intended 

application. A system optimized for one application may not perform acceptably for 

another [5]. 

 

PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 

Principal component analysis is a standard technique used in statistical pattern 

recognition and signal processing for data reduction and Feature extraction. As the 

pattern often contains redundant information, mapping it to a feature vector can get rid of 

this redundancy and yet preserve most of the intrinsic information content of the pattern. 

These extracted features have great role in distinguishing input patterns. A face image in 

2-dimension with size N × N can also be considered as one dimensional vector of 

dimension N2. For example, face image from ORL (Olivetti Research Labs) database 

with size 112 × 92 can be considered as a vector of dimension 10,304, or equivalently a 

point in a 10,304 dimensional space. An ensemble of images maps to a collection of 

points in this huge space. Images of faces, being similar in overall configuration, will not 

be randomly distributed in this huge image space and thus can be described by a 

relatively low dimensional subspace. The main idea of the principle component is to find 

the vectors that best account for the distribution of face images within the entire image 

space. These vectors define the subspace of face images, which we call “face space”. 

Each of these vectors is of length N2, describes an N × N image, and is a linear 

combination of the original face images. Because these vectors are the eigenvectors of the 

covariance matrix corresponding to the original face images, and because they are face-

like in appearance, we refer to them as “eigenfaces”. Let the training set of face images 

be Γ1, Γ2,…., ΓM, then the average of the set is defined by: 
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Each face differs from the average by the vector: 

 

  ii                                                                     ….. (2) 

 

 This set of very large vectors is then subject to principal component analysis, which 

seeks a set of M orthonormal vectors, Um , which best describes the distribution of the 

data. The kth vector, Uk , is chosen such that:  

 

 

                                                                                                          ….. (3)                    

 

 

 

is a maximum subject to: 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                       ….. (4) 

                                                                   

The vectors Uk and scalars λk are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, respectively of the 

covariance matrix: 

 

 

 

                                                                                                       ….. (5)                 

 

 

 

where the matrix A =[Φ1, Φ2....ΦM]. The covariance matrix C, however is N2 × N2 

real symmetric matrix, and calculating the N2 eigenvectors and eigenvalues is an 

intractable task for typical image sizes. We need a computationally feasible method to 

find these eigenvectors. Consider the eigenvectors vi of ATA such that: 

 

 

                                                                                                         …. (6) 
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Pre-multiplying both sides by A, we have: 

 

                                                        …… (7) 

 

 

Where we see that Avi are the eigenvectors and μi are the eigenvalues of C= AAT. 

Following these analysis, we construct the M × M matrix L= ATA, where Lmn=ΦmTΦn , 

and find the M eigenvectors, vi , of L. These vectors determine linear combinations of the 

M training set face images to form the eigenfaces UI. 

 

                                                                                                  …. (8)  

 

            

The associated eigenvalues allow us to rank the eigenvectors according to their 

usefulness in characterizing the variation among the images. The eigenface images 

calculated from the eigenvectors of L span a basis set that cauld be used to describe face 

images. Figure (3) illustrate the block diagram of the PCA algorithm is [6]: 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3) The Block Diagram of PCA Algorithm. 

 

The idea of the Euclidean Distance depend on greatest common divisor of  the 

parameters a and b, when the point x is the greatest common divisor of a and b, then x 

divides r = a – b, then reduces problem to finding largest x that divides r and b, this 

process will iterated until the end of the points in the eigenvector [6].  

 

NOISE REMOVAL FILTERS 
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Digital images are prone to a variety of types of noise. Noise is the result of errors in 

the image acquisition process that result in pixel values that do not reflect the true 

intensities of the real scene. There are several ways that noise can be introduced into an 

image, depending on how the image is created. For example: if the image is scanned from 

a photograph made on film, the film grain is a source of noise. Noise can also be the 

result of damage to the film, or be introduced by the scanner itself. If the image is 

acquired directly in a digital format, the mechanism for gathering the data (such as a 

CCD (Charge-Coupled Device) detector) can introduce noise. Electronic transmission of 

image data can introduce noise. To simulate the effects of some of the problems listed 

above, by Removing Noise using Linear Filtering. Certain filters, such as averaging or 

Gaussian filters, are appropriate for this purpose. Linear filtering is a technique for 

modifying or enhancing an image. Filtering is a neighborhood operation, in which the 

value of any given pixel in the output image is determined by applying some algorithm to 

the values of the pixels in the neighborhood of the corresponding input pixel. Linear 

filtering of an image is accomplished through an operation called convolution. 

Convolution is a neighborhood operation in which each output pixel is the weighted sum 

of neighboring input pixels. The matrix of weights is called the convolution kernel. A 

convolution kernel is a correlation kernel that has been rotated 180 degrees. The 

operation called correlation is closely related to convolution [7]. 

 

LINEAR FILTERING OF IMAGES USING IMFILTER 

The imfilter function can perform filtering using either correlation or convolution. It 

uses correlation by default, because the filter design functions, described in designing 

linear filters in the frequency domain. It is implemented by a local averaging operation 

where the value of each pixel is replaced by the average of all the values in the local 

neighborhood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure(4) Imfilter Function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mathworks.com/help/toolbox/images/f16-21256.html
http://www.mathworks.com/help/toolbox/images/f16-21256.html
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2D convolution of an image f(x,y) with filter h(x,y): 

   g(x,y)= ),(),( ''''
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Figure (5) illustrate the Application of linear filter [8]. 

 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Original Image                           Filtered Image 

Figure (6) Linear Filter imfilter. 

 

THE PROPOSED 2D FACE IMAGE RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

The face image is the actual data for any person even with the changes that appear to 

the face image depending on the face expression, pose, and illumination, so the 

recognition process is very important for recognizing person in the most government 

building that need to recognize each strange person entire to the building. The following 

steps explain the proposed PCA recognition algorithm: 

Step 1: Input 2D query face image with any size. 

Step 2: Pre-Process the face image through Resize the image to be equal with the size of 

the sample images in the gallery.  

Step 3: Filtered the image with linear noise removal filter (imfilter) as illustrate in figure 

(4). 

Step 4: The filtered face image will transformed to black and white areas by using face 

masking method. 
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Step 5: The initial facial image and the facial image in question are compared using 

Euclidean method (as in section 4) according to the points of the two eigenfaces images 

picking out certain features and calculates the distance between them.  

Step 6: Set the initial threshold value to (95%) the (5%) will be the false tolerance of the 

comparison, then calculate the comparison stage value with the value of the threshold if 

the comparison value above the threshold value then retrieve the information of the 

known image, if not then apply noise removal filter to the eigenface and repeat the 

recognition stage. The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in figure (7): 
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Figure (7) The Block Diagram of the Proposed PCA Algorithm. 

 

 

THE RESULTS 
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The proposed algorithm depends on any type of 2D image (grayscale, color image) 

with a different size. This section represents the results of the proposed PCA-algorithm 

which the query image passing through stages noise removal and masking process before 

transforming to eigenvector, figure (8) illustrate these two preprocesses (noise removal 

and masking process): 

       
 

                               2D face Image                                  Linear Filter 

 

 
Masking Stage 

 

Figure (8) Noise Removal & Masking Stages. 

 

In the recognition stage the gallery is shown in figure (9), which is a sample of face 

images:  
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                            Figure (9) Sample face Images. 

 

 

 

To extract the features of each image, it will converted to eigenface images as in 

Figure (10) and compare the captured image with each eigenface image in the gallery 

through using the Euclidean Distance and check if the captured image is a known person 

which mean exist in the database, then retrieve its information if not input the eigenface 

in noise removal process and repeat the comparison process. 
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Figure (10) Eigenfaces of The Captured Image and The Gallery. 

 

The summary of the algorithm performance results are shown in table (1) the result 

of this table depend on the all face samples in the gallery: 

 

Table (1) Algorithm Performance. 

 Face Enrollment Results Face Verification Results 

1- 98.9% automatic enrollment False Accept Rate (FAR)<=0.0001% 

2- 1.1% Required manual support False Reject Rate (FRR)<=1% 

3- 0% Failure to Enroll Matching Speed <=2 seconds 

4- Average 5-10 seconds enrollment time 

 
Table (2) illustrate the comparison between the modified PCA and other recognition algorithms, 

this comparison depend on the basic parameters that been calculated through the application of the 
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algorithms these parameters are: Accuracy, Uniqueness, Projections, Clarity, Speed of matching, 

Complexity, and Computation.  

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

1- The proposed PCA algorithm gone through many tests on different captured face 

images resolution and its able to recognize grayscale and color images. 

2- Noise Removal in the PCA algorithm enhance the performance of the original 

PCA algorithm in the recognition process, it gives more accurate results in recognition 

especially when removing noise from eigenface after the recognition process failed. 

3- The recognition process is important in more government building, its use to 

recognize any strange person and to authorize the person if he known or not. 

4- The proposed PCA algorithm is an easy to implement the recognition stages and 

getting a good result in recognition the 2D face image. 

5- The capturing process could be from different camera devices but the important 

thing is to fronting the face image and input to the recognition process. 
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